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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
AUSTRALIA - 11th October 2019

R1 - CANBERRA | 12:40 | AUD $20,000 |  THE MARK AGENCY (BM60)

99 CALESCENT
Back from a four months spell following 4 lengths fth over 1100m at Dubbo. Seems to excel
when fresh up and should be right in the mix.

22 HARD CORE
Hasn't set the track on re in his two starts since resuming. Looks much better placed here and
rates strongly on Timeform ratings.

11 ROMEO VELLA
Five-year-old resuming on his home track. Respectable rst-up record and nished last campaign
in handy enough form. Could be in the mix.

88 FREUNDIN
Broke through at Corowa for maiden win over 900m last start and coming into a harder eld this
start. Can run into a place.

33 DAMAGIC
Fitter for recent racing and looks close to a win after nishing third over 1000m at this track last
time. Going well and worth including again.

R2 - PORT MACQUARIE | 12:55 | AUD $70,000 |  BIRDON GROUP SPRINT

11 CATESBY
Finished mid eld but beaten only 1.2 lengths when seventh over 1200m at Randwick. Racing
well and rates among the top chances.

33 SPRING CHARLIE
Consistent type resuming here after 160 day break and has won fresh before. Won a Cessnock
barrier trial over 1150m on September 30 in preparation for this. Has to be included on known
ability.

44 SPLIT LIP
Out of the placings last time when ninth over a longer 1350m journey at Wyong. Rates fairly and
definitely worth including in the multiples.

22 STAR REFLECTION Not great first up run when sixth at Randwick but chance on best form.

55 GRIMOIRE
Stepping out to this course for the rst time but rates well at this trip. Can improve on recent
efforts. Each way hope.

R3 - CANBERRA | 13:20 | AUD $20,000 |  SKY RACING RACE CALLERS (BM65)

77 DENMISS
Struggling for form this campaign, the latest when one length second over 1200m at this track.
Ratings suggest she has claims here.

33 ONS VIER
Dual acceptor. Six-year-old mare who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this
journey. Will be hitting the line hard.

44 TE ATA
Hasn't done much to impress in the two races since resuming. Looks much better placed here
where she will appreciate the claim.

11 LADY MIRONTON Five-year-old mare back in action today. Unsuited to this short trip. Would prefer over further.

99 HEAVEN ON EARTH
Dual acceptor. Five-year-old mare who drops in journey since last start at this track when
seventh, finishing 2.75 lengths off the winner. Looms as a leading contender.

1010 SUPREME LAD
Dual acceptor. Seasoned galloper overdue a win but hasn't broken through for two years. Wasn't
far away last time when third at this track. Thereabouts and bold showing expected.

R4 - PORT MACQUARIE | 13:35 | AUD $50,000 |  FASTPLAST BUILD. HASTINGS CUP

55 MISS REDOBLE
Hasn't set the track on re in her two start since resuming but they were in races of far greater
depth. Looks much better placed here and rates strongly on Timeform ratings and will take
plenty of catching.

1010 HAAMES Took last race at Rosehill despite the long odds. Should challenge and give another good run.

33 COOL PRINCE
Finished mid eld but beaten only 1.7 lengths when fourth over 1516m at Lismore. Racing well
and can sneak into the finish.

22 EVOPEX
Form solid including a last start third over 1516m at Lismore and has a good record at the
journey. Genuine contender under these conditions.

11 CHALMERS
Needs to bounce back from a below par effort last time but his previous third reads well and he
deserves another chance.
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R5 - CANBERRA | 13:55 | AUD $20,000 |  HEFFERNAN LENDING (BM60)

22 MALTHOUSE
Won narrowly by a nose last time out at Goulburn but will have to carry more weight. Likely in the
finish.

66 BALONNE
Been close at both his two starts in this time. Ready to improve now and has won over this
distance. Winning chance.

1010 IMITATION GAME
Has been a long time since a win but not far away, the latest when 0.9 lengths third at
Cootamundra. Close to breaking through and gets chance here.

33 HEAVEN ON EARTH
Dual acceptor. Out of the placings last time when seventh over a longer 1400m trip at this track.
Rates fairly and is among the chances.

11 MONTE MAJURA
Dual acceptor. Second up in this. Got into a bit of bother when second at this track over 1000m
first up on a soft track. Has drawn a very wide gate in this but still looks a genuine threat.

R6 - PORT MACQUARIE | 14:10 | AUD $200,000 |  CARLTON DRAUGHT PORT MACQ CUP

1616 HUMBOLT CURRENT
Sat just behind the leader at Rosehill last start and fought on well to nish third. Not beaten far
on that occasion. Warrants some consideration after latest outing.

55 RAPIDO CHAPARRO
Going well lately, the latest a head second over 1900m at Rosehill. Honest type with four wins to
his name already. Has ability and looks one of the leading chances.

11 MORTON'S FORK
Handy gelding tter for two runs back, the latest running on hard to nish third over 1835m at
Eagle Farm. Fitter again and should be ready to show best.

33 ALIFEROUS
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in fth over 1600m at Randwick. Has
the ability and can bounce back on best form.

22 MONGOLIAN WOLF
Six-year-old gelding who drops in distance since last start at Newcastle when eighth, nishing 5
lengths off the winner. Jumps in weight but is worth some thought here.

R7 - CANBERRA | 14:30 | AUD $40,000 |  TONY CAMPBELL MEMORIAL HCP

66 COUP DE MAIN
Galloper with a good career winning three races seven runs, last start nishing second over
1300m at Kembla Grange. Rates highly and expected to be in the finish.

88 SAUSEDGE
Won four of seven career runs to date, the latest nishing rst over 1200m at this track. Rates
highly and expected to go close.

77 I AM KALANI
Ran well below best last time and didn’t come on when 11th beaten by 8.25 lengths over 1100m
at Canterbury. Capable of much better and may be worth another try.

22 WHO'S KNOCKING Ordinary fresh when sixth at Wagga but jumps to preferred distance.

55 BART
Fairly consistent type who ran well below best latest when 12 lengths sixth over 1435m at
Moruya. Has the ability and looks one of the chances.

R8 - PORT MACQUARIE | 14:45 | AUD $30,000 |  FLOWER HOTELS (BM66)

88 IMPULSIVE MANEUVER Not a lot of luck last time. Has the talent to be winning here.

66 DARBIES BLUGIRL
Veteran sprinter racked up another win last start to make a total of 7 career wins, last start was
win over 1200m at Tamworth. Easier here and is worth giving another try.

77 BETTER NOT FLY
Finished off last campaign with a tenth over 1206m at this track in February. Rates strongly and
with a sound fresh up record and should go close.

22 TYPHOON BONNY
Course and distance winner who is overdue for a win, the latest when third but beaten only 0.7
lengths over 1000m at Bowraville. Rates well and definitely worth including in the multiples.

1010 SALAD DODGER
Couldn't replicate form second up despite being the favourite after winning two back at Coffs
Harbour over 1012m. Has place claims.
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R9 - CRANBOURNE | 15:00 | AUD $35,000 |  PETER & LAVELLA DAROSE MDN

88 CHARVET
Went for a spell after nishing a long way back at Morphettville. On home track so expect a
forward showing.

44 WONFONTEIN Been close at both her two starts in this time. Ready to improve now. Rates highly.

55 ALEDA
Was runner up with a pretty solid effort on debut when in the market at Tatura over 1100m. Is
second up here and races on the pace which will be a plus. Don't discount.

77 CANDY PUZZLE
Fair debut over 1017m at Moe when unplaced but beaten only 2.5 lengths in fourth place.
Further improved and is a definite chance for the multiples.

1212 SOPHIA'S CHOICE
Resumes after four months off. Didn't impress in only debut run. This race appears well within
her grasp.

R10 - CRANBOURNE | 15:30 | AUD $35,000 |  FRANKSTON SAND SOIL MDN

77 REBEL ROMANCE
Has been racing on the pace at her two starts in. Ready to improve now and on best form rates
highly. The one to beat.

33 SOUTH BEND Two runs back this time in have been solid. Ready to improve now. Must be respected.

44 YULONG CHIEF
Improved on debut but still not nding a place or win, last start was fth at Bairnsdale. In the mix
this start could sneak a place.

22 BYALIP
Performing well since debut placing three races from ve starts but faces tougher opposition
here.

1010 NAVARRE
Finished mid eld but beaten only 2 lengths when fth over 1750m at Geelong. Rates well and
don’t underestimate.

R11 - CRANBOURNE | 16:00 | AUD $35,000 |  PROCON DEVELOPMENTS MDN PLATE

55 BUDGET KING
Raced well on debut, but then was unable to go on with things the following start when seventh
at Benalla over 1606m. Rates well here and is in the mix.

77 MULRONEY Two sound efforts to date and should be among the winning hopes here.

66 MEMORIALISE
Raced handy then tired in run home on debut. Went a little better at Pakenham Park Synthetic
and then placed last start at Bendigo. Can improve. Strong value chance.

22 MATAMATA Resumes today after showing some promise in his debut prep placing once. Rates highly today.

99 AU PAIR
Was underwhelming last start but if she can replicate the form of her second place run Echuca
two back she could give hope to this run. Fought on last time. Big chance again.

R12 - SUNSHINE COAST | 16:15 | AUD $21,000 |  KAWANA DOLPHINS R.LEAGUE MDN

88 EURO BELLE
Returns here after nishing 13th over 1200m at Doomben before a ve months break. Rates well
while resuming in this easier grade and expected to prove hard to beat.

22 SHE'S CROWNED
Unraced mare by Casino Prince out of Chapter Five. Not seen in a public trial to date. Looks
ready to run a big race.

99 SPECIAL FLIGHT
Fought on well last time to nish in the placings when third over 1000m at this track. Not far off
a win and gets chance here.

44 SONO DOLCE
Narrowly beaten when running second at this track last start only beaten a long neck. Looks a
good chance on that form.

55 MIRACLESFROMHEAVEN Resumes today after placing two from four starts in her debut prep. Rates highly today.

R13 - CRANBOURNE | 16:30 | AUD $25,000 |  CRANBOURNE CORINTHIAN

11 HOWLING WOLF
Veteran sprinter who has 16 wins to his name, last time was a 2.25 lengths fth over 1600m at
this track. Easier here and is worth giving another try.

55 UNRULY STUDENT
Poor winning strike rate overall with just ve wins from 69 starts, latest was seventh over 1400m
at Pakenham Park Synthetic. Rates well and is among the chances.

22 EARTHLING
Returns from a six months spell after nishing sixth over 1600m at this track before a break.
Shapes nicely and can kick off with a strong run.

88 REWARD THE MISSES
Can forgive last start when running sixth at Bairnsdale. Will nd this race harder. Plenty against
him here but willing to give another chance.

66 SHEER FORCE
Resumes after a ve months break when nishing ninth over 1200m at Seymour. Sound record
fresh and could sneak a place here.
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R14 - SUNSHINE COAST | 16:45 | AUD $21,000 |  HIGGINS COATINGS MDN

1010 MOSSFAIR
Was positioned right up near the speed last start working home well for a fourth at this track.
Wasn't beaten by far in that affair. Can be thereabouts at the finish again here. Keep in mind.

11 ELLEOFADEEL
Performing well since debut placing two races from four starts and could be up to running a big
race here.

44 CONSTRUE
Still a maiden after ten career runs, the latest nishing seventh over 1200m at Doomben but
steps up in journey this time. Looks well placed here.

66 PUMPKIN DIAMOND
Backs up quickly after a strong run last time out at this track over 1200m. Should be a strong
chance here on that form. One of the main contenders.

55 LA MISKA Not far away in recent trial. Worth thought. Market best guide to chances here.

R15 - CRANBOURNE | 17:00 | AUD $35,000 |  BROWNS SAWDUST & SHAVINGS MDN

99 QUANTUM MECHANIC
Second up here, returned in good style when second beaten only 0.8 lengths rst up last start.
One of the main chances.

1111 SUNSET EAGLE
Finished mid eld but beaten only 2.5 lengths when fth over 1435m at Geelong. Has ability and
can measure up on best form.

1010 SMOKIN' HARD
Shows ability nishing in the money at both runs, the latest when third over 1217m at Moe.
Progressing well and expected to measure up again.

33 FORTYFIVEDEGREES
Has done nothing in three runs to date, the latest when a 3 length seventh over 1200m at
Kyneton. Soundly beaten so far and unlikely to threaten.

1212 WALK FREE
Four start maiden who steps out at this trip for the rst time after nishing fourth over 1217m at
Moe. Best efforts give her a chance and comes into calculations.

R16 - SUNSHINE COAST | 17:15 | AUD $21,000 |  CAROL KING LOAN MARKET (BM70)

22 OWN SWEET WAY
Five-year-old gelding who won last time at this distance, winning by 2 lengths at this track. Rates
highly and on top record at this trip expected to run well.

33 OCEAN RULER
Five-year-old gelding who drops in trip since latest outing at Eagle Farm when sixth, nishing 3.5
lengths off the winner. Looks a strong contender in this small field.

44 PONYTALES
Out of the placings last time when fourth over a longer 1680m journey at Ipswich. Can improve
on last start and expected to be in the finish.

77 GREAT POWERS
Finished mid eld but beaten only 2 lengths when fourth over 1680m at Ipswich. Has ability and
shouldn’t be far away.

55 NIATROSS
Second up. Very good off a break at Dalby last time out. Placed second up previously and
appears capable of at least doing the same following his latest outing. One of the main
contenders.

R17 - CRANBOURNE | 17:30 | AUD $35,000 |  MERCEDES-BENZ MORNINGTON-BM70

33 RODDANDTODD
Returns here after a 192 day spell and nished off last campaign with a 0.8 lengths success over
1100m at Bendigo. Went to a break in winning form but happy enough to avoid.

11 PRAIRIE FIRE
Out of the placings last time when sixth over 1200m at Morphettville but did win the start prior.
Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

44 SHOTGUN ROSIE
Beaten by a half a length when third at Mornington on 1000m in latest effort. Improver. A win is
on the cards.

22 ARROCHAR
Finished off last campaign with a seventh over 1100m at Caul eld and returns over a suitable
journey. Is not expected to threaten today.

77 LESAGE
Progressive and lightly raced lly. Last time recorded a 7 length ninth over 1000m at Caul eld.
Rates highly in this and expected to go close.
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R18 - SUNSHINE COAST | 17:45 | AUD $30,000 |  EARTHBORN AUSTRALIA HCP (C4)

22 CONQUERMORE
Notched up another placing last time out over 1200m at Doomben to make it two on end. Racing
well and can break through this time.

55 MISSED OUT
Missed the placings last time over a longer trip when fourth over 1350m at Doomben. Can
improve on last start and expected to be in the finish.

33 BUFFY
Ran a fair result two back at this track and distance, running fourth by 0.8 lengths. Rates a strong
chance.

11 EXCEEDINGLY
Been thereabouts in both campaign starts. Chased solidly during latest when fth at this track.
Ready to improve now. Looms as a threat.

88 WHODUNNIT
Returns from a ve months spell after nishing fth over 1400m at this track before a break.
Shapes nicely and looks an each way hope.


